360 CABRIOLET CRUISER

BÅTMAGASINET (NO)
“Marex 360 is the summary of a
whole host of great ideas put into
practice. The result is a uniquely
successful family boat which
guarantees solutions which is
a shining example to all other boat
producers.

BÅTLIV (NO)

MOTORBOAT AND YACHTING (UK)

BÅTMAGASINET. (NO)

MOTORBOAT AND YACHTING (UK)

“The social dream boat! Båtliv has rarely given
so good characters on a boat test before. The
boat scores an average of eight on a scale on
one to nine on all criteria, including safety,
driving properties and comfort.

“We never cease to be amazed by the
ingenuity of the team of Marex: every
time we think they`ve used every inch
of space and figured out out
every possible idea, Marex comes up
with somthing new to surprise us”

“The best family boat period.
In this boat Marex has thought of so many
good solutions that it will be an example
for other boat producers.

“The latest Marex 360
cabriolet cruiser contains all their
previous greatest hits and fair few
new ones into a single floating
smörgåsbord of innovation”

Marex 360 is quite simply a very good boat
to drive, it is a safe and comfortable coupe
cruiser, perhaps the best in its class”

Marex has thought of everything
- and succeeded.”

THE WORLD`S FASTEST CANOPY SYSTEM

THE BOATS SEAWORTHINESS

The Marex 360 has the world’s fastest canopy system. The canopy needs no
longer to be stowed away. It brilliantly hides in the targa arch and in the roof.
Fully closed to fully open in seconds. This guarantees you to enjoy the boat
more often! Less stress and more fun.

The Marex 360 has a planing hull built for
a single or double engines, shaft or sterndrive. It provides a relaxing onboard
experience with lowest noise levels. The
Marex 360 performs high and dry in the sea.
The boat has a harmonious, playful and
easy-handling hull.

MOTORBOOT (NL)
“The boat is in all details well thought through.
It offers all possible fasilities with a huge cockpit and the boat feels pleasant from day one, as well as over time. You can really enjoy the waters with a
big group or small. The sportiness is also highly appreciated in this flawless
norwegian boat”

A dream experience for you and your
family.

THE BATHINGPLATFORM.

MARINA (CH)

The storage on the platform works as a comfortable sitting bench
for you to enjoy swiming, watergames and your morning cofee

“The ergonomi is right in every place.
The compact and their solid way to build
a boat really pays off.

The platform itself is a massive extension of the hull with integrating
deep storage lockers on both sides of the transom door.
There is room for 4 large fenders in each locker including ball ones.
Marex has developed its own smart dinghy solution with integrated
davits making for very easy launch and recovery of the tender at sea.
More convenient, less work

The boat shows excellent values and no
noices or vibrations.
The sun smiles also when you are
driving it”

THE GALLEY

THE COCKPIT

It’s a gourmet and entertainment cruiser! Large and well-equipped pantry
with a gigantic U-shaped galley and an extra flip-up worktop.
The large galley has a huge worktop surface and unparalleled
storage space in a total of 13 drawers. It includes side-by-side fridge 150 + 50l
and optional 28l freezer plus double sink with 3 burner hob and separate oven.

You will not find better seating comfort in boats below 40 feet.
The dinette area quickly turns into a great sunbed. Large storage
boxes are located under all the benches. It is a full planing open cruiser,
with one of the largest cockpits in its class. Marex 360 works perfectly
as a day cruiser as well as a live-aboard for longer adventures. Amazing
feeling of space and comfort!

Fun for the chef, joy for the family

Most of the fun and entertainment happens around the table.

THE HELM POSITION
The dashboard is the ultimate in ergonomics. With it’s
anti-reflective finish it provides plenty of room for all
instrumentation including two large plotters. The environment is designed
for maximum, relaxed driving comfort with all functions sited logically and
functionally. Every detail has been integrated into a driver’s position for
outstanding all-round comfort.
The co-pilot seating incorporates a reversible sofa for 3 and a handy door
in the screen provides quick and safe access to the foredeck, in addition
to generous side decks for all-round mobility.

THE MASTERCABIN
Below deck are two large, separate sleeping compartments.
Both cabins provides good standing headroom in front of the bed.
The attractive master cabin offers a large double bed
overlooking extensive hull windows throughout the length of the cabin.

The beds and mattresses are generous in sizes.
Below the hinged mattress is a gigantic storage area.
Plenty of cupboard and drawer space all around the cabin area.
Power sockets and USBs are plentiful and smartly placed. The cabin has a
large number of LED lights. Large hull windows open up the cabins and you
lay in bed and look out.
This makes like a dream to wake up to.

THE HEAD
The boat’s heads are as voluminous as the rest of the boat.
The room is divided into two compartments with a separate,
large shower room aft. It features easy-to-clean surfaces and
a teak seating bench. Plenty of cupboard space and mirrors.
All desirable fittings are supplied as standard

THE CENTER CABIN
Below the cockpit is a giant centre cabin with full
headroom and spacious changing area. Plenty of
storage space in cabinets and drawers with provision for
six jackets to hang up when guests come aboard.
The bed is laid across the boat with hull windows both at
the head and foot ends. It provides a unique and priceless atmosphere and proximity to the sea. You are guaranteed to wake up with a big smile!

360 CABRIOLET CRUISER

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

We reserve the right to change the specifications without prior notice. Pictures may not
reflect standard equipment. The numbers are approximate and can vary from boat to boat.

COCKPIT

MAREX 360 Cabriolet Cruiser

CABINS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

MAREX 360 Cabriolet Cruiser

•Shore connection with 25m. cable, battery monitoring
and deep discharge batteries.
•Dashboard remote main-switch control.
•Bow-propeller with joystick.
•Windscreen wipers with water from the fresh water tank.
•Radio and speakers in cockpit.
•Defroster 10kW and hot-air outlet in cockpit
•Heater
•Interceptors (trim tabs).
•Fire alarms in all cabins.
•Antifouling with primer.
•Hot water boiler 60l.
•Shower on platform.
•Gas cooker and oven.
•White hull and white gelcoat surfaces
•Anthracite kitchen top
•The fastest canopy system on the market
•Stern / shaft drive available - Twin or single engine available

Hull type: Planing CE category: B
Length: 10,99 with short platform
and with long platform 11,49 m
Beam of hull at fenderlist: 3.49 m
Depth: 0,97 m
Height over waterline with mast: 3,73 m
Height over waterline without mast: 2,96m
Weight empty boat single engine: 6820 kg
Berths: 4 + 2
Diesel tank: 750 l
Fresh water tank: 350 l
Blackwater tank: 200 l
Max number of persons recommended: 10
Seats: 10
Batteries: 4 + 1 = 480 Ah

Leangbukta 34. 1392 Vettre . Norway
+47 913 03 066 / +47 66 76 27 90
espen@marex.no
Find your local /country dealer at www.marex.no

